We investigate the role of skill heterogeneity in explaining location patterns induced by pecuniary externalities (Krugman [30]). In our setting, sellers with higher skills better perform in the marketplace, and their sales are larger. Selling to distant locations leads to lower sales because of both (pecuniary) transport costs and communication costs that reduce the perceived quality of goods. A symmetry-breaking result is obtained: symmetric configurations cannot be stable, and regional inequality is inevitable. The relatively more skilled choose to stay in the location with higher aggregate income and skill, while the relatively less skilled in the other. The model allows us to analyze the links between the extent of interregional inequality and the extent of interpersonal skill inequality.
as a reduction in goods' quality. One can think of many instances. Buyers may know the quality and characteristics of goods more precisely through direct contact rather than through mailing or advertising.
The use of complex goods may require strict interaction between buyers and sellers, and interaction is hampered by distance. In general, we observe empirically a strong "home bias" in consumption: transport and trade costs are not enough to explain the preference of consumers for homemade goods (see, e.g., Helliwell [27] ).
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Why does the presence of communication costs matter in our version of the core-periphery model?
The reason is that they lead to a different impact of distance on the behavior of workers depending on their skill level. Because sellers of higher skill perform better in the marketplace and obtain larger demand for their goods, they will normally be hit relatively less by distance from the market. Real-life instances seem supportive of this view. In general, we see that only the most successful professionals and entrepreneurs start selling their goods and services in faraway markets. When only transport costs of the iceberg type are present, however, selling to a distant location corresponds to a constant share of sales (and proÞts) lost in transit. This means that more skilled and less skilled sellers would be affected in the same proportion by distance. 12 Adding communication costs to the core-periphery structure turns out to be a very convenient way to avoid costs of distance that are perfectly proportional to the value of the shipped goods, as it is the case when only transport costs of the iceberg type are present. 13 This way, the more skilled are somehow "closer to the global market," and, as in Rosen's [38] "Superstar economy,"
that an increase in the economy-wide demand raises disproportionately the rents associated with a higher level of skills. In this context, since the earnings of agents with higher skills are less dependent upon local markets, they are relatively more footloose than the less skilled. This is the feature that explains self-sorting according to skill levels in our model. The more skilled are found in locations where local competition is tougher, but where the goods are of higher quality and a wider range of varieties is available, while the less skilled are in locations where competition is low, but where goods are of lower quality and less variety is offered. Transport costs and regional characteristics (local market size and cost of living) have a different impact on the location decisions of workers depending on their skill level.
The spatial distribution of population and skill, in turn, affects the market size and the cost of living in different locations.
One of the major results from the equilibrium analysis is that, in contrast with the predictions of the core-periphery model and all of its existing variants, the symmetric equilibrium where all locations are 11 This observed home bias in consumption justiÞes the rather "ad-hoc" Armington [1] assumption in applied trade analysis. 12 Of course, such a feature of iceberg transport costs is immaterial when all agents are homogenous as in the original version of the core-periphery model. 13 An alternative approach would be to assume pecuniary transport costs that are, for instance, linear in the quantity of the good shipped. However, adopting such an approach in our analysis while keeping tractability of the model would necessarily require sacriÞcing other parts of the model structure (see, e.g., Ottaviano [36, Ch.3] ).
identical cannot be a stable one. Starting from a symmetric conÞguration, perturbations to the agents' distribution always lead to a self-reinforcing sorting of mobile workers by their skill level. The reason is that regional variables in this setting are affected not only by the distribution of agents across locations (as in the standard core-periphery framework), but also by the spatial distribution of skill. In our model, however, the concentrated conÞguration (all mobile agents in one location) is not the only candidate stable equilibrium. In fact, spatial segmentation according to skill levels is the typical stable outcome: the more skilled choose to stay in the location where aggregate skill and income is higher, while the less skilled stay in the other. Our model can also serve as a tool to analyze the impact of interpersonal inequality on the spatial distribution of population and skill. We show that an increase in interpersonal inequality has different effects on the extent of spatial agglomeration depending on the level of transport and communication costs and on the mass of human capital in the economy.
The basic message of our analysis is that agents' heterogeneity in the presence of pecuniary externalities may work as a source of regional inequality. The possibility of international inequality has been already explained on the pure ground of pecuniary externalities.
14 Our contribution, we believe, is to
show that amending the standard core-periphery model with heterogenous agents is sufficient to predict the inevitability of regional inequality. Workers' segmentation across skill levels can thus be thought of as a pervasive tendency that does not necessarily require the presence of human capital externalities.
Market interactions among unequal agents can be sufficient to generate spatial sorting according to skill levels. This naturally leads to consider distributional issues as a key to understanding agglomeration patterns, and may help in explaining why regional inequalities appear to be associated with interpersonal income inequality in the real world.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the structure of the model. Section 3 introduces the notion of temporary equilibrium and adjustment process. Section 4 deÞnes the equilibrium. Section 5 classiÞes possible equilibrium conÞgurations, and is devoted to the analysis of their existence and stability. Section 6 studies the global dynamics of the economy. Section 7 discusses some implications of our model. The concluding comments end the paper.
14 Matsuyama [34] proposes an argument based on increasing returns arising from the trade in inputs and the international division of labor. 15 It is interesting to compare the US and Japan in this respect, the former being one of the most unequal among the advanced countries (the richest 5% of the population accounts for more than 56% of the national wealth in 1983), and the latter a relatively equal country (the richest 5% of the population accounts for 25% in 1984, see Wolff [41] for these Þgures.). In the US, the ratio of the real wage in the richest city and that in the poorest city is above 7.0 (Dobkins and Ioannides [15] ), while in Japan, this ratio is almost Þve times smaller (Nakamura and Tabuchi [35] ).
The model 2.1 The economy
The economy consists of two regions, denoted by a and b, which are symmetric except for the mass of skilled workers that are located in each. Variables in the model bear a subscript r = a, b to indicate the region. Firms produce differentiated goods under imperfect competition and free-entry. Consumers (skilled and unskilled workers) like variety, according to the Dixit-Stiglitz [14] formulation. There are two types of primary production factors: skilled and unskilled labor, where each worker embodies a unit of corresponding labor. The production requires two inputs: skill ("talent") provided by the former and an intermediate input, produced out of the latter. Skilled workers are perfectly mobile between the regions, while the unskilled are assumed to be immobile. The markets for the production factors and the intermediate good are competitive.
Unskilled workers are homogeneous. A unit mass of them is located in each of the two regions. Skilled workers are heterogeneous, in that they are distinguished by different skill levels. There is a unit mass of skilled workers in the whole economy. Each skilled worker is characterized by her skill level s; a more talented worker is associated with a larger value of s. The lowest and the highest skill levels among all skilled workers are denoted, respectively, by s and s, where 0 < s < s < ∞. Skilled workers are distributed over the interval, S ≡ [s, s], according to the density function f(s). The aggregate (and average) skill in the economy is denoted by b s, which equals R s∈S sf(s)ds. No additional assumptions are made on the distribution of skills. To express the regional distribution of workers of each skill level, let f r (s) (r = a, b) represent the density of workers with skill level s in region r; denote by n r the share of skilled population, and by s r the share of aggregate skill in region r. Then we can write:
where
The intermediate input is produced through a linear technology using unskilled labor as sole input.
Final production requires the services of skilled labor and a given amount of the intermediate input proportional to output. While the intermediate inputs provide standardized production services, skilled workers' talent adds "value," or "quality," to each unit of the Þnal good. Goods of higher quality are more appreciated by consumers. Consequently, we consider products that are differentiated along the horizontal dimension (variety) and the vertical one (quality).
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The intermediate inputs are costlessly mobile across regions. Shipping Þnal goods instead incurs iceberg transport cost: a fraction of the good is lost in transit. We further assume that consuming Þnal 16 The same formulation is found in Manasse and Turrini [32] .
goods outside the region in which they are produced incurs an additional communication cost. Namely, the perceived quality of products is lower if the goods are shipped to the other region.
Distribution of skills and feasible spatial configurations
In our economy, the interpersonal distribution of skill and the spatial distribution of skilled workers are necessarily related. A graphical representation of the economy as in Figure 2 helps the intuition. region a are at least [resp., at most] as skilled as those in region b. The construction of these boundaries is as follows. Take any aggregate skill share s a in region a. At the corresponding point on the upper boundary, region a has the smallest population share consistent with s a . In other words, at each point on the upper boundary, there exists a threshold skill level z, such that all workers with skill level higher than z are in region a; those with skill level lower than z are in region b; and those with skill level z may locate in either of the two regions. The lower is s a , the higher the threshold skill level z: only a few of the most skilled workers are needed in region a to attain s a . The lower boundary is obtained in a symmetrical way. In this case, for a given value of s a , we must Þnd the largest population share of region a consistent with s a .
Figure 2
The boundaries of area M have a straightforward interpretation: each of them is the Lorenz curve of the interpersonal distribution of skill in the economy. The size of area M corresponds to the value of the Gini index for the skill distribution. The larger is M , the greater the extent of inequality in the interpersonal distribution of skills. The standard core-periphery model is a particular case where M has size zero, and the feasible allocations are restricted on the 45
• line which passes through the symmetric conÞguration at E (n a = s a = 1/2). Since n a and s a must necessarily be in area M , it follows also that the feasible regional allocations of population and skill are necessarily shaped by the extent of interpersonal inequality in the economy.
Technology and preferences
The consumption good can be differentiated along a continuum of varieties i ∈ R. Each variety i is produced out of intermediate inputs and skill. The size of Þrms is normalized in such a way that one Þrm 17 For the ease of exposition, in Figure 2 , a continuous distribution of the population over the skill range S is assumed.
employs one skilled worker only. 18 We further assume that each skilled worker can employ her skill in the production of at most one variety of the consumption good. The intermediate input requirements for each variety are proportional to output. Let w r (s) and υ r denote, respectively, the return to the skill of a worker endowed with "talent" s and the marginal cost (consisting of expenses for intermediate inputs)
of Þnal production in region r. Then, the cost, C r (Q, s), of producing Q units of any variety in region r by employing a worker with skill level s is given by
Firms are atomistic proÞt-maximizers. They produce goods which are imperfect substitutes and set their price taking as given other Þrms' choices (the "large group" Chamberlinian hypothesis holds). Consumer utility increases with the extent of variety in consumption. As it is standard in monopolistic competition models, love for variety plus increasing returns in production insure that no Þrm is willing to supply the same variant offered by a rival. Since each Þrm requires the skill of one worker, we necessarily have the total variety size equal to 1. In turn, the condition of free-entry ensures that skilled workers receive all the operating proÞts realized by Þrms. In analogy with Rosen [38] , skilled workers' income thus consists of skill rents associated with Þrms' operating proÞts.
As for the production of intermediate inputs, we simply assume that one unit of unskilled labor produces one unit of the intermediate input. It follows from the assumption of perfect competition in the market of intermediates that wages for unskilled workers in region r equal υ r .
We now turn to the problem of consumers. Recall that in our formulation more talented workers produce a good of better quality, and better quality is appreciated by consumers. For simplicity, and without affecting our qualitative results, we assume that the skill level of the worker employed for the production of the good exactly conveys the quality of the good. So, hereafter we use the terms, skill level and quality, interchangeably. Consumers derive utility from a combination of the quantity of each variety i, x(i), and the perceived quality of the good of variety i. Because of love for variety, individuals will smooth their consumption across all available varieties, both domestic and imported. However, in the case of shipped varieties, the perceived quality level is lower. While for the case of domestic goods the perceived quality is equal to the skill level s(i) associated with the good, when the good is imported the perceived quality equals s(i) − c, where c > 0 represents the communication cost. So, the geographic provenience of goods has a direct consequence on consumer welfare. 19 As will be clear in the following analysis, the presence of communication costs plays a crucial role. The reason is that it introduces a non-convexity in the technology for selling goods to distant locations. This non-convexity shows up across sellers, with more skilled agents selling larger amounts of their goods, being thus proportionally less affected by distance compared with the less skilled. This, in turn, explains a different location behavior for workers endowed with different skill levels.
A Cobb-Douglas speciÞcation is chosen to nest the quantity x(i) and the quality s(i) in consumers' utility function, while a standard CES speciÞcation is used to nest different varieties. 20 Denoting the mass of varieties produced within and outside region r by N r and N −r , respectively, the utility level of a consumer located in region r is given by:
As usual, ρ ∈ (0, 1), and σ = 1/(1 − ρ) > 1 is the elasticity of substitution across different varieties. Since
Þrms are atomistic, σ is also the price elasticity of the demand for each variety.
Unlike the models based on the transport cost of only the iceberg type, in our model, the goods are not traded if the communication costs are too high (c > s). Since the analysis in this case is unnecessarily involved, we will focus on the case in which all varieties are traded at equilibrium. Notice that our model has qualitatively the same structure as that of the original core-periphery model, if all mobile agents are homogeneous, and communication costs are zero. For our purpose, it suffices to slightly perturb the structure of the core-periphery model while preserving its tractability. Namely, we maintain the following assumption:
21 Assumption 1 0 < c <s.
Indeed, we show that when interpersonal skill inequality is taken into account in the context of the core-periphery model, the mere presence of communication costs is sufficient to explain the spatial sorting of population by skill levels.
Temporary equilibrium
In this section, we derive the equilibrium conditions under a given regional distribution of workers. These are obviously the necessary conditions for a long-run equilibrium in which workers have no incentive to relocate even if they can. In equilibrium, all workers must be choosing to work at the best available conditions. To derive such conditions, we Þrst deÞne a temporary equilibrium: a state of the economy in which the opportunities of workers are restricted within the region where they are "temporarily" located,
i.e., a temporary equilibrium is realized when, given the regional distribution of workers, (i) consumers maximize utility; (ii) Þrms maximize proÞts; (iii) proÞts are zero; (iv) all workers of the same skill attain 20 This speciÞcation is chosen for analytical convenience only. Adopting a different formulation which still implies a positive relation between quality and associated sales would lead to the same results as ours. 21 A detailed analysis under c ≥s is available from the authors upon request.
the same utility level in their region; (v) all markets clear. The economy is assumed to attain a temporary equilibrium instantaneously once the regional distribution of workers is given.
Note Þrst that since intermediates are costlessly transportable, it must be that υ a = υ b = υ. By choice of numeraire, we Þx υ = 1. Recall also that the Þnal good, instead, is subject to transport costs of the iceberg type: for one unit to be shipped to the other region, 1 − τ units are lost in transit, and a fraction τ arrives to distant consumers, where τ ∈ (0, 1).
Keeping this in mind, consider the proÞt maximization problem of a Þrm in region r. Since all Þrms share the same production technology and the price elasticity of demand is constant and equal to σ, all
Þrms set a common mill price given by
Thus, we omit henceforth the variety index. Moreover, we see that if product quality matters for Þrms'
performance, it matters only in terms of quantities sold.
Expressions for total demand for a good with quality s in region r differ depending on whether the good is produced locally or in the alternative region. Denoting, respectively, by X r (s) and X * r (s) the demand in region r for a local good and that for a product provided in the alternative region −r, from the consumer utility maximization we obtain
where I r is the aggregate income in region r, given by
and P r is the price index in region r, given by
Given the fact that each unit of differentiated good requires one unit of intermediate good, the total amount of differentiated goods produced in the economy at equilibrium equals the mass of unskilled labor, that is, two units. However, the market share of each seller depends on her skill level. The more skilled sellers are able to sell more as (7) indicates. Note also that transport and communication costs affect Þrms' sales to distant regions differently. We observe in (7) that transport costs affect the sales of worker-sellers of different skills in the same proportion, while communication costs fall proportionally more on the less skilled. 22 As it is always the case with monopolistic competition, iceberg transport costs, and a CES-Dixit-Stiglitz representation of preferences, Þrms set the same markup over marginal costs in all locations (see, e.g., Fujita, Krugman, and Venables [21, Ch.4] ). It is important to bear in mind that when we speak about "tougher competition" in such a framework we refer to a downward shift in the individual demand curve at given price-cost margins. 23 The Þrst [resp., second] term in the RHS of (8) is the aggregate income of immobile [resp., mobile] workers in region r.
The equilibrium (operating) proÞt, π r (s), of a quality-s Þrm in region r can be easily obtained as a function of X r (s) and X * −r (s). Recalling that the earnings of each skilled worker coincides with the Þrms's operating proÞt we obtain
The wage rate is thus proportional to the quantity sold. Since by (7) the sales of the more skilled are less dependent on their local demand, their wage rate is also less dependent on their location. By solving (7)- (10) for I r P σ−1 r -which if multiplied by p −σ is the local demand for a Þrm offering a "standard" good (i.e., of quality 1)-we obtain
Thus, two types of local Þrm demand, X r (s) and X * r (s), are determined uniquely and are strictly positive. It follows from (10) that the temporary equilibrium wage rate w r (s) is also determined uniquely and is strictly positive. The temporary equilibrium utility level of workers endowed with skill s and located in region r corresponds to their real wage, namely, their wage deßated by the locally prevailing cost of living index:
Equilibrium
A temporary equilibrium is not necessarily an equilibrium of the economy in the "long-run." Since skilled workers are freely mobile, they will search for the best opportunities available in the whole economy, moving across regions if proÞtable. Formally, workers are assumed to migrate toward the region that gives them a higher utility level. The adjustment process is assumed to be myopic and given by:
subject to (3), where ú f r (s) is the time derivative of f r (s), u ≡ {u a (s), u b (s)} s∈S the set of temporary utility levels of each worker in each region, and n ≡ {f a (s), f b (s)} s∈S is the worker distribution between the two regions. We assume that the function Φ(·|u, n) is a "smooth" functional of u and n, and satisÞes the following condition:
The implication of condition (14) for the adjustment process (13) is obvious: the region where workers can attain higher utility is more attractive, under the constraint concerning the population distribution given by (3) . The migration continues until nobody has an incentive to relocate.
The above considerations lead to the following deÞnition of the (long-run) equilibrium: an equilibrium is a state of the economy where (i) all the conditions for the temporary equilibrium are satisÞed; (ii) all workers of the same skill attain the same utility level irrespective of their location. So, an equilibrium is a temporary equilibrium that satisÞes also the condition that ú f r (s) = 0 for all s and r.
Now, how will the equilibrium distribution of workers across regions look like? In searching for equilibria we perform the following thought experiment. Starting from an arbitrary temporary equilibrium we ask whether a worker-seller of any skill level s located in region a has an incentive to relocate to region b. 25 She is willing to do so provided the utility level in region b is at least as high as what she is enjoying in region a. Denote by u(s) the relative standard of living in region
) of a worker with skill level s. By applying (10) to (12), and using (7) and (11), we obtain the following expression:
where P is the relative cost of living index in region b given by
and X represents the relative local Þrm demand, given by the ratio between the local demand for a Þrm selling a good of an arbitrary quality level s in region b and that in region a:
A couple of remarks are in order. First, the relative local Þrm demand X is independent of s. 26 Thus, if the local demand for some variety s is larger in one region, then it is larger also for all the other varieties.
Second, it is important to avoid misinterpretations concerning the meaning of X. If, say, X > 1, then an arbitrary Þrm has larger local sales if located in region b. This, however, does not mean that, on aggregate, sales, expenditure, and nominal income are greater in region b. Thus, it is important to bear in mind that X refers to the relative size of local markets from the viewpoint of the representative Þrm. A worker in region a of skill level s has a strict incentive to relocate if and only if u(s) > 1. The problem is perfectly symmetric when considering a worker with skill s who is instead temporarily located in region b. In equilibrium, we must have
What matters for the location of worker-sellers in this economy? Recall by (10) that the sales and earnings of more skilled sellers depends less upon locations. From a consumer's point of view, all agents equally care about the overall price level P r , which may differ greatly between locations when economic activities are not equally distributed in space. It is now not difficult to envisage that a highly-skilled worker-seller will be attracted to the region with a lower overall price level even if the local market for her product is smaller. This guess will be conÞrmed in the next section.
5 Configurations, existence, and stability of equilibria what conditions will each one be realized? Are these equilibrium conÞgurations mutually exclusive or not? Are they stable? In this section we address these issues. First, we claim that in our setting, we have at most the following three equilibrium conÞgurations:
Definition 1 (Equilibrium conÞgurations) (i) Dispersed equilibrium: the most skilled worker in each region is more skilled than the least skilled worker in the other region; (ii) Concentrated equilibrium: all mobile workers locate in one region;(iii) Segmented equilibrium: the most skilled worker in one region is equally skilled or less skilled than the least skilled worker in the other region.
Dispersed equilibria include all the possible equilibria in which both regions have workers of each skill level. Graphically, they are located in the interior of the area delimited by the Lorenz curves (area M in Figure 2 ). A special case of the dispersed equilibrium is the symmetric equilibrium (at point E in Figure   2 ), where the aggregate skill and population are equal (though the skill distribution may differ) across regions. Segmented equilibria are located along the Lorenz curves. The concentrated equilibrium is at one of the two corners, O and O 0 , in the Þgure, and is an extreme case of the segmented equilibrium, where the threshold skill level is out of range [s, s]. Our model shares the possibility of the symmetric and concentrated equilibria with the standard core-periphery model. However, as we will see below, segmentation is the most typical stable equilibrium in our model.
In this section, we derive conditions for each equilibrium conÞguration deÞned in DeÞnition 1. We also analyze the stability of the dispersed and concentrated equilibria, while that of the segmented equilibria is left for the global stability analyses presented in Section 6.
Segmented equilibrium
We start from the segmented equilibrium, since it is easy to ascertain that in our setup this conÞguration is the rule. In these equilibria, workers with similar skill endowments tend to cluster in the same location.
By (15) , it can be shown that the relative local Þrm demand directly affects the relative proÞt. Taking any s ∈ (s, s) we have
How do we interpret these relations? Consider X < 1, so that region a offers a larger local market to each
Þrm. Recall that a smaller value of u(·) makes region a more attractive. From (18) we see that region a is less attractive for high-skilled workers (or, if we prefer, for Þrms selling high-quality goods). This means that being located in a region offering a smaller local market for their goods is comparatively less disadvantageous (or more advantageous) for the more skilled. The explanation is simple. Communication costs fall more heavily on low-quality suppliers. Hence, those sellers that supply goods of higher quality are relatively footloose, since their sales can penetrate distant markets easily. We can reverse the argument for the case of X > 1. When X = 1, the relative proÞtability coincides for all Þrms. We can therefore state the following lemma:
Lemma 1 Whenever local sales of any given Þrm differ across locations (i.e., X 6 = 1) the equilibrium can only be either concentrated or segmented. Moreover, in a segmented equilibrium, all the workers with sufficiently high skills are located where their local sales are smaller.
Lemma 1 says that in a segmented equilibrium, less skilled workers tend to cluster in a region where their local sales are abundant but where locally supplied goods are of relatively low quality. Conversely, workers with sufficiently high skills Þnd it convenient to locate where the local market for their good is smaller, but where locally provided goods are of relatively high quality. This result is shaped by the interaction between transport and communication costs and skill heterogeneity. Since for the less skilled it is more difficult to penetrate distant markets due to the loss of quality in transit, they are more tied to the local market. The more skilled are instead relatively footloose and are at ease in locating themselves where locally supplied goods are of high quality and the "true" cost of living index is lower. We will see in the subsequent sections that the low price level in the high-skill region will indeed more than compensate for the disadvantage of a small local market.
Due to the possible multiplicity of equilibria, the stability of the segmented equilibria is not apparent.
This is investigated in Section 6.
Dispersed equilibrium
By Lemma 1, in any dispersed equilibrium we must have X = 1 (equal sales for all Þrms in both regions).
Moreover, we see from (18) that when X = 1, the relative standard of living must be the same for all agents. A dispersed conÞguration thus requires u(s) = 1 for all s. Finally, we note from (15) , that X = 1 and u(s) = 1 also imply that P = 1 at any dispersed equilibrium. As will be clear, the only conÞguration consistent with X = P = 1 is the symmetric equilibrium, where the mass of population and that of skill are equal in the two locations. Consider a worker endowed with an arbitrary skill level s. From (15), we can show that the impact of the local market size and cost of living on the relative standard of living is described by the following condition:
u(s) < 1 if and only if ½ X < 1 and P ≥ 1, or X ≤ 1 and P > 1.
That is, given the same price level [resp., local Þrm market size], the region yielding a larger local market [resp., lower price level] is more attractive to any worker. We know that, at any dispersed equilibrium, all workers must be indifferent between the two locations. It follows that the regional allocation of workers is necessarily indeterminate in this case. However, the values of X and P depend upon how the aggregate skill and population are shared between the two regions. So, to characterize the dispersed equilibrium we must Þnd out the particular class of worker distributions which are consistent with X = P = 1.
How does the regional shares of population and skill (n a , s a ) affect the value of X and P ? It can be shown from (2) and (17) that its impact on X is described as follows:
This relation indicates Þrst that given an aggregate skill in a region (s a ), a larger number of competitors (n a ) will make the local Þrm demand less than that of the other region (X a is smaller than X b ). Next, consider the (X = 1)-line in the (n a , s a )-space. Equation (20) suggests that the line passes through Figure 2 for the case of low [resp., high] transport costs. The mechanism for this can be understood easily if we consider the location incentive of worker-sellers when all of them are concentrated in one region, say region a (which is at point O 0 in the diagrams). For each worker-seller, the beneÞt of leaving region a is that she can enjoy a larger market share in region b where there are no local competitors, while the cost is that she is moving away from the large market in region a. When transport costs are low enough (sufficiently large τ ), the competitors in region a can easily reach the market in region b, and hence, the cost dominates, i.e., X < 1 (the slope of the (X = 1)-line is between 0 and 1 as in Diagram (a)). If instead transport costs are high enough (sufficiently small τ), so that the market is spatially segmented, the beneÞt dominates, hence X > 1 (the slope of the (X = 1)-line is either negative (2) and (16), we have
The interpretation of (21) is straightforward. Given the regional allocation of aggregate skill (s a ), a larger number of sellers in a (n a ) lowers the cost of living there (P a decreases relatively to P b ) due to consumers' love for variety. A larger number of local sellers is associated indeed with more varieties available locally.
On the other hand, given the regional allocation of population, a larger aggregate skill in a region implies a greater average quality of goods, and hence, a smaller cost of living. It follows that the slope of the (P = 1)-line is always negative in the (n a , s a )-space (refer to Figure 3 ). The presence of communication costs again softens the impact of the spatial distribution of skill on the relative cost of living: given a larger value of c, the relative price level more crucially depends on the size of locally available product variety rather than their quality.
From (20) and (21), the relation between the (X = 1)-and the (P = 1)-lines can be described as follows. Both lines rotate anti-clockwise in the (n a , s a )-space as τ decreases, and converge to s a = 1/2 as τ approaches 0. It is apparent that the two lines never coincide except at the symmetric equilibrium
(1/2,1/2). This proves that the symmetric equilibrium is the only dispersed equilibrium.
Is the symmetric equilibrium stable? The answer can be a positive one only if we can show that the symmetric equilibrium is restored after any possible perturbation to the distribution of workers. It is not difficult to show that this can never be the case. Consider a perturbation such that s a > 1/2.
Then, along the (X = 1)-line we must have P > 1, so that u(s) < 1 for all s. This means that in any arbitrarily small neighborhood of the symmetric equilibrium there always exists a perturbation to the regional distribution of workers (along the (X = 1)-line) which leads to a self-reinforcing agglomeration process towards region a. Symmetrically, we can always Þnd a perturbation that induces s a < 1/2 and that leads to a self-reinforcing agglomeration towards region b. Thus, we have the following proposition:
The symmetric equilibrium always exists, and is unstable. Moreover, it is the only dispersed equilibrium.
In spite of the fact that the perfectly symmetric regional distribution of workers always induces an equilibrium, this equilibrium cannot be a stable one. This is a major point of departure of our analysis from the standard core-periphery model (and its existing variants), since there the symmetric equilibrium can instead be stable. The instability arising in our model is generated by the interaction of skill heterogeneity with communication costs. It is to be noted that the instability result persists This observation leads to some remarks of possible interest. The Þrst concerns the robustness of the results arising under the conventional framework of the core-periphery model. Agent heterogeneity reveals a major source of instability, that has so far received insufficient attention. Second, the presence of external economies related to human capital may not be necessary to predict the inevitability of regional differences in endowments and income. Pecuniary externalities are enough to do the job. Finally, we remark on the role of communication costs. It is becoming a popular view that falling communication costs due to the advancements in telecommunication technologies will in the end eliminate the relevance of physical space for economic activities. Production will become footloose, and big, crowded cities will be replaced by "telematic villages" (see Glaeser [24] for a discussion). Our model predicts that this view is correct only if taken as a hyperbolic statement. To recover the stability of dispersed equilibria, and hence, the regional convergence, communication costs must totally disappear: lowering them will not be sufficient.
Concentrated equilibrium
This is another polar case that emerges in the standard core-periphery models, where all mobile workers concentrate in one region. In our model, however, the concentrated equilibrium can also be interpreted as a special case of the segmented equilibrium. In this particular case, although workers with different skills tend to have different location incentives, all worker-sellers prefer to be located in the same region.
In analyzing existence and stability of the concentrated equilibrium, it is convenient to answer Þrst the following question: "Who are the workers that Þrst leave the concentration when it ceases to be an equilibrium?" An easy argument shows that those workers that have the highest incentive to move away from a concentrated conÞguration are the least skilled. Suppose all mobile agents are located in one region, say a. Then, the cost of living is higher in region b, where all goods must be transported from region a (i.e., P > 1). By (15) this means that region b must offer larger earnings to attract workers (i.e., X > 1). We know by (18) that in this case we must have u(s) < u(s 0 ) for s 0 < s , namely, that relocating to region b is more advantageous for less skilled workers. It follows that if a worker has an incentive to move to region b, then all the less skilled workers want to do the same. Hence, we conclude that whenever the concentration breaks, the least skilled worker is the Þrst one to relocate.
Next, under what condition is the concentration an equilibrium? To simplify the analysis, we consider the situation in which communication costs alone (i.e., when τ = 1) are not enough to break the concentration. From the discussion above, when all workers are located in region a, a sufficient condition for the concentrated equilibrium is X < 1, i.e., point O 0 is at the left of the (X = 1)-line in the (n a , s a )-space as in Figure 3 (a). By (20) , this is guaranteed if τ ≥ b τ , where
So, the desired situation is realized under b τ ≤ 1. Equation (22) 
In the rest of the paper, we maintain this assumption. In this context, when transport costs are low, the concentration is an equilibrium. As transport costs increase, workers become less footloose, and seek the region with lower competition. As a result, the concentration tends to break. However, if the goods are more differentiated (σ is smaller), transport costs matter less, which in turn implies lower location dependence of income for all workers. In fact, if the goods are too differentiated (σ < 2), once all workers agglomerate in one region, no one would move away given any level of transport costs. Notice that if the concentration is an equilibrium, it is by deÞnition stable. Unlike the symmetric equilibrium, our model shares with the standard core-periphery models the basic ingredients of the equilibrium condition for the concentration. Provided that the degree of scale economies is not too high, the concentration is viable when the transport costs are sufficiently low. In our setting, however, we need another condition for this result, namely, that the level of communication costs is not too high.
Global dynamics and inevitable regional inequality
In this section, we derive the global behavior of the economy. From the results in the previous section, we know that stable equilibrium conÞgurations are either concentrated or segmented, i.e., on the Lorenz curves. Given the smoothness of the migration process, any worker distribution (except those yielding a symmetric equilibrium) will inevitably converge to an equilibrium exhibiting regional inequality. In particular, we can show that a cycle is impossible in our economy.
Below, we illustrate the global dynamics of the economy under the assumption that σ > 2, so that the concentration is not always an equilibrium (Proposition 2 (ii)). The results concerning the possible equilibrium conÞgurations and their stability are summarized in the following proposition [see Appendix
A.2 for the proof].
Proposition 3 (i) If b τ < τ < 1, then the concentrated equilibria exist, and there is no segmented equilibrium.
(ii) If τ c < τ < b τ, then the concentrated equilibria exist, and there may also exist one pair of segmented equilibria (one stable equilibrium and one unstable) with X < 1 and one pair with X > 1.
(iii) If 0 < τ < τ c , then the concentrated conÞguration is not an equilibrium, and there exist at least one stable segmented equilibrium with X < 1 and one with X > 1. (iv) There is no cycle. In Diagram (a), it can be seen by (19) that u(s) < 1 for all s in area A 0 EB, so that all dynamic trajectories starting in the area will eventually reach the concentrated equilibrium at O 0 . Similarly, those starting in area AEB 0 will reach O. The reason is straightforward. In these areas, both skill and population are relatively concentrated in one region. In this region, the cost of living is lower, since goods of higher quality and a wider variety are available in the more populated region. Moreover, since the competition is global when transport costs are low, locating in the less populated region (i.e., with fewer local competitors) will not improve sellers' market size much. Thus, the cost of living is the dominant location determinant in this case. In areas AEB and A 0 EB 0 , the adjustment direction at each point is instead ambiguous. Since we have X < 1 and P < 1 in area AEB, despite region a having a larger market (which is good for Þrms), it has a higher cost of living (which is bad for consumers). The ambiguity of the migration direction in area A 0 EB 0 can be explained similarly. It can be shown, however, that in Diagram (a) any dynamic trajectory starting in these areas will eventually either reach the symmetric equilibrium 
Discussion
We saw that regional inequality is inevitable in our setting. This raises a number of questions. Where should we expect the most skilled agents to be located? What is the role of transport and communication costs in shaping the spatial distribution of economic activities? What are the links between skill inequality and agglomeration? The subsections below discuss these issues.
Skills and location patterns
Where do the most talented go? Our analysis above indicates that in any stable equilibrium, the aggregate skill in the region populated by the highly-skilled workers must be at least a half of the total, i.e., b s/2. This can be seen from the fact that the share of aggregate skill in region a at point A 0 -the intersection of the (X = 1)-line and the upper Lorenz curve-can never be smaller than 1/2 by (20) . As for the population share in this high-skill region, things are less clear-cut. Figure 3(b) shows that in all segmented equilibria the region inhabited by the high skilled must have a minimum population size (i.e., when the skilled go to region a, n a is necessarily bigger than the value found at the intersection of the (X = 1)-line and the upper Lorenz curve). This minimum population size, however, could be below 1/2, provided the (X = 1)-line is negatively sloped (i.e., transport costs are high).
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30 Except the measure zero area which is contained in a stable manifold leading to E. 31 Recall that all the segmented equilibria on the upper and lower Lorenz curves are respectively along the O 0 A 0 and along OA segments in Figure 3(b) .
We can say the following. The most skilled are always found in wealthier locations, where aggregate human capital, and aggregate income (and welfare) is higher. 32 Wealthier locations may end up being less populated, because these are inhabited by the "privileged few" who are skilled and rich.
How can we explain that the highly-skilled are to be found in wealthier locations? The reason is tied to the different impact of communication costs on sellers of different skills. Since the more skilled are always closer to the global market (less dependent upon local markets), they are not as sensitive as the less skilled to being located where their local individual demand is low. In other words, the local Þrm demand is small in rich thriving areas. Fierce competition is the price to pay for being located where the best are: the local total demand must be shared among the top sellers, and the share accruing to each is necessarily small. However, note that the cost of living index is lower in the high-skill region than in the low-skill region, since a wider range of high-quality goods are available there. This low price index compensates for the disadvantages of a limited local market, yielding a high standard of living in the high-skill region. 33 We summarize these remarks in the next corollary of Proposition 3.
Corollary 1 (i) In any stable equilibrium, one region has higher aggregate skill and income, as well as a higher average utility level than the other. (ii) Workers at the top of the skill ladder are always located where aggregate skill is higher.
The role of transport and communication costs
Distance matters in our model because of both transport and communications costs. As for transport costs, we see from Proposition 3 that whenever transport costs are sufficiently low (i.e., τ approaches 1)
the equilibrium conÞguration is necessarily concentrated. The maximum extent of agglomeration occurs. This is a basic result of the standard core-periphery model. As transport costs rise, however, we cannot hope for a symmetric conÞguration in our model. The conÞguration will be segmented, with one highskill region and one with low skills. We can say more. If transport costs are not too high, the high-skill region will be the one with the larger population. This is easily understood recalling that, by (20) , the Figure 3(a) ). By the previous arguments, any segmented equilibrium must exhibit larger population in the high-skill region in this case. Recall also that the (X = 1)-line rotates clockwise as transport costs fall. So, we see that a reduction in transport costs still tends to raise the extent of agglomeration as in the standard core-periphery model. As τ becomes close to 1, most of the mobile agents must be located in the high-skill region.
32 Denote by I = I b /Ia relative nominal incomes. After some algebra it is shown that that I > 1 ⇔ sa < 
na.
It is easily checked that this condition is satisÞed if and only if the most skilled are located in b. 33 A straightforward corollary of this result is that immobile workers are necessarily better-off in the high-skill location. Their nominal income is the same in both locations, but the real income is higher in the high-skill region because of a lower cost-of-living index. 
Agglomeration and interpersonal inequality
How interpersonal (skill and then income) inequality relates to regional inequality? Due to the pervasiveness of equilibrium multiplicity a general assessment concerning the links between inequality and agglomeration is beyond the scope of our analysis. Formally, we cannot pin down the location and number of the segmented equilibria along OA and O 0 A 0 on the Lorenz curves in Figure 3(b) . Given the relatively simple model structure, however, once the functional form of the skill distribution among workers is speciÞed, we can numerically explore the behavior of the model fairly exhaustively over the possible parameter range. For simplicity, we assume a uniform distribution of population over the skill range [s, s]. 35 The key parameters are the aggregate skill in the economy, b s, the degree of interpersonal inequality (as measured by the Gini index), and the parameters for transport and communication cost, τ and c.
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Regarding the number of equilibria, our simulation results indicate that there are at most two stable equilibria along each of the OA and the O 0 A 0 segments on the Lorenz curves. Consider Þrst Figure 4 . There, the minimum skill level is Þxed at s = 1, while the aggregate skill b s is varied from 1.0 to 25.0. 39 Diagram (a) indicates that if transport costs are sufficiently low (τ = 0.8513, τ = 0.8525), then the population share of the high-skill region is likely to rise as the interpersonal inequality increases (i.e., b s increases). The relation between the extent of agglomeration and that of 35 One of the important implications of this setting is that when interpersonal inequality increases, the boundaries of feasible domain M (refer to Figure 2) expands monotonically, i.e., each point on the upper [resp., lower] Lorenz curve moves upward [resp., downward]. 36 The effect of the substitution elasticity σ can be deduced straightforwardly from the result of the standard core-periphery model: a smaller σ (higher degree of differentiation) is associated with higher population (i.e., variety) concentration (in our context, in the high-skill region). It is because the sales is less dependent on transport cost when the goods are more differentiated from one another. 37 In fact, these equilibria bifurcate from the concentrated and symmetric equilibria of the core-periphery model. As s and c approach s and 0 respectively, these segmented equilibria converge to the equilibria of the core-periphery model. 38 The unstable equilibria are omitted in Figure 5 . But, whenever there are two stable equilibria, there is one unstable equilibrium between them. 39 All the numerical examples in Figure 4 start from the symmetric equilibrium at b s = s = 1.0, where there is no interpersonal inequality. For τ close to 1, our simulation indicates that the possible stable equilibrium is instead only the concentration when b s =s under Assumption 2, and that the concentration continues to be a stable equilibrium for all b s >s.
inequality seems however highly nonlinear. We see indeed that the share of population in the high-skill region may actually fall when the interpersonal inequality is small. Diagram (b) indicates that when the transport costs are low, the aggregate skill share in the high-skill region is likely to rise as the interpersonal inequality increases (τ = 0.8513, τ = 0.8525). Recall that the segmented equilibrium is located along the segment OA or O 0 A 0 of the Lorenz curves shown in Figure 3(b) . It follows that if interpersonal inequality increases in such a way that the feasible domain M expands monotonically at each point on the Lorenz curves (as in the case of our simulation setting), then we can unambiguously say that skill agglomeration will go up when the rise in inequality induces more population agglomeration; though the impact is ambiguous when the population agglomeration instead decreases. The simulation results
show that for small transport costs (τ = 0.8513, τ = 0.8525), the skill agglomeration rises even when the population agglomeration is falling, while it may decrease with the share of population in the region when the transport costs are high (τ = 0.8, τ = 0.85). From these results we can argue that when higher interpersonal inequality is associated with a growth in the aggregate human capital and transport costs are low, skill and population tend to agglomerate in the same region as this inequality rises.
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We can interpret this behavior of the equilibrium conÞgurations as follows. When an increase in interpersonal inequality is associated with the growth of overall human capital, the fraction of skilled workers whose earnings are less dependent on location rises with the degree of interpersonal inequality.
As a result, the population would tend to move into the high-skill region where the cost of living is lower.
Hence, the agglomeration of skill and that of population tend to coincide when inequality is sufficiently large. Not surprisingly, greater dominance of communication costs over transport costs, and hence, less dependence of overall costs for transit on the sales value, will enhance this tendency of co-agglomeration of population and skill. These results are consistent with the continuing urbanization over the centuries in the world economy where income, human capital, and often inequality have been rising (Bairoch [2] ).
Figure 5
In Figure 5 , the aggregate skill is Þxed at b s = 25.0, and the highest skill s is varied from 25.0 (namely, the value of s) to 49.0, at which s = 1. 41 A glance at the diagrams is sufficient to conclude that when higher interpersonal inequality is generated by a mean preserving spread in the skill distribution, the agglomeration of skill becomes less correlated with that of population as inequality rises. The underlying mechanism is simple. A greater interpersonal inequality under a given aggregate skill in the economy implies a greater concentration of skill to a fewer number of workers. Thus, the earnings of most of the workers heavily depend on the size of the local market, which depends in turn on the degree of local 40 From the simulation results in Figure 4 we also notice that the range of interpersonal inequality in which the region with a larger population and that with larger human capital do not match is smaller when transport costs are low. 41 The equilibria at b s = 25.0 in Figure 4 correspond to those at s = 49.0 in Figure 5 .
competition. Consequently, one may observe a large population also in a region with a small aggregate skill endowment. This result may help to interpret some stylized facts that are observed in cross country comparisons. For instance, if we compare the urban structure in countries with similar income per capita such as the US and Japan, cities tend on average to be more populated in Japan, where the extent of interpersonal inequality is smaller. 42 
Concluding remarks
Economic agents are not all equal. This is a basic fact of life. Some workers, sellers, entrepreneurs are more skillful, brilliant, or simply luckier than others. In a world of unequal abilities and fortunes, we necessarily observe rich and poor places: wealth and human capital are not evenly represented across towns, regions or states. This paper addresses these points formally. Our economy is populated by sellers that differ in their skills, thus performing differently in the marketplace. We show that modifying the well-known core-periphery model of location in such a way that agent heterogeneity is allowed has major analytical implications. The sustainability of a symmetric location pattern, which is a common feature of the existing "new economic geography" models, breaks. Regional inequality is inevitable. Most skilled agents are attracted by wealthier locations, those where human capital and wealth are more abundant. 42 In 1990, the largest three metropolitan areas account for 14% of the total population in the US. The corresponding numbers are 21%, 21% and 31% in France, Italy, and Japan, respectively (United Nations [39] ).
A Appendix

A.1 Proof of Proposition 2(ii)
Without loss of generality, assume all workers are located in region a (s a = n a = 1; s b = n b = 0). In this case, the expressions for the relative price index (16) 
From the investigation of (23) 
A.2 Proof of Proposition 3
We can classify the global dynamics of regional population and aggregate skill, (n a , s a ), into four typical patterns: cases of (a) low transport cost (b τ < τ < 1), (b) high transport cost (0 < τ < τ Depending on the relative home market size X and the relative price index P , the feasible domain M can be decomposed as follows. Given a contiguous domain N ⊂ M , we say that it is of type Ω a [resp.,
such that u(z) = 1, u(s) > 1 [resp., u(s) < 1] for all s > z, and u(s) < 1 [resp., u(s) > 1 ] for all s < z (i.e., X < 1 [resp., X > 1] by (20) ) at each point in N.
Regarding the migration pattern in each domain type, we can show the following:
Lemma 2 (Direction of local adjustments) At each point in a domain of type Ω a , Ω b , Ω c , and Ω d , the direction of local adjustment ( ú n a , ú s a ) under the dynamics (13) is in, respectively, the Þrst quadrant (Þgure 2), the third quadrant, the domain below the 45
• line through the origin, and the domain above the 45
• line through the origin, where ú n a and ú s a are the time derivatives of n a and s a .
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Proof : Since in any domain of type Ω a [resp., Ω b ], we have u(s) < 1 [resp., u(s) > 1] for all s, the adjustment at each point in the domain takes place so that both the population and the aggregate skill in region a [resp., b] increases.
Next, consider any domain of type Ω c . Since X < 1 at each point in the domain, we know that Note that if O [resp., O 0 ] is contained in a domain of type Ω a [resp., Ω b ], then it is a stable equilibrium.
Note also that if the segmented equilibria exist, they must be on the part of the upper [resp., lower] Lorenz curve which is contained in a domain of type Ω d [resp., Ω c ].
Using Propositions 1, 3, Lemmas 1 and 2, we can decompose domain M into types introduced above.
The result is shown in Figure 7 . Each diagram in the Þgure depicts the same Lorenz curves we have in ,
Proof : By (19), we know that u(s) < 1 [resp. u(s) > 1] for all s at each point in area A 0 EB [resp., AEB 0 ]
(including the boundary) in all the diagrams in Figure 7 . Hence, this area is of type Ω a [resp., ,
In a similar manner, in Diagrams (b,c,c'), we can Þnd corresponding points C and D [resp., C 0 and , Ω a ] in Diagrams (c,c'). Since the concentration is not an equilibrium for
Under the decomposition of domain M given by Lemma 3, and the migration pattern in each type of domains given by Lemma 2, we can prove statement (iv) of the proposition:
No cycle is possible.
Proof : First, by Lemma 2, it is evident that a cycle is impossible in areas A 0 EB and AEB 0 which consists entirely of type Ω a and type Ω b domains, respectively. It is also obvious from the same lemma that there is no cycle within a type Ω c or type Ω d area.
44 In Diagrams (a,b,c) points C and D describe the evolution of the same intersections as τ changes. For instance, point D passed O as we move from Diagram (c) to (b) as τ gets smaller. In that sense, points C and D in Diagram (c') are not the exact extension of C and D from Diagram (a). But, here, we tried to maintain the consistency of each curvesegment in terms of the adjustment process surrounding these curves. Note that the division of domain types by curves CE, DE, C 0 E, D 0 E are consistent throughout the diagrams. 45 The possibility of having more curves like CE and DE between the depicted CE and DE cannot be rejected, due to the non-linearity of Ω(·) in na and sa.
By Lemma 3(ii) and (iii), area AEB consists of a type Ω c domain and isolated domains of type Ω a and/or type Ω b . Suppose there exists a cycle passing a point in a type Ω a area within AEB. Then the dynamic trajectory starting the point must exit the type Ω a area and enter the type Ω c area before it comes back to the same point again. Note that at the boundary of each type Ω a area surrounded by a type Ω c area, the direction of the adjustment is between (1, s a s) and (1, s a s) (refer to footnote 43) . But, recall that at each point in a type Ω c area the adjustment is directed into the domain below the 45
• line through the point. It follows by the continuity of the adjustment process that in order for the trajectory to enter again the same type Ω a area it left, there must be a period in which the adjustment in the type Ω c area is directed into the domain above the 45
• line through the point: a contradiction. Hence, a cycle is not possible in area AEB. The impossibility of a cycle in the case of A 0 EB 0 can be similarly proved.
Q.E.D.
Using the above lemmas, we can describe the global dynamics of (n a , s a ) as presented in Proposition 3. In the following, we prove all of its statements.
Proof of statement (i):
By Lemmas 2 and 3, any segmented distribution cannot be an equilibrium in this range of τ . And by Proposition 1 and Lemma 4, we know that there is neither equilibria (except E) nor cycles in area CED and C 0 ED 0 , and by the continuity of the migration process (13), any dynamic trajectory starting in these areas eventually either reaches E, or enters area CED 0 or C 0 ED. We also know that the adjustment is directed toward the northeast [resp., southwest] in area CED 0 [resp., C 0 ED]. Then, by the continuity of the adjustment process, it follows that a dynamic trajectory starting from any point in area CED 0 [resp., 
